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(54) HUMIDIFIER

(57) Provided is a humidifier. The humidifier includes
a case having an inner space, a fan motor assembly
mounted in the inner space of the case to forcibly blow
air, a disk assembly rotatably mounted in the inner space
of the case, the disk assembly including a plurality of

moisture disks for humidifying the suctioned air and a
driving disk for rotating the moisture disks, and a disk
handle disposed on the driving disk, the disk handle being
grasped for movement of the disk assembly.
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Description

BACKGROUND

[0001] The present disclosure relates to a humidifier,
and more particularly, to a humidification air cleaner that
is capable of performing humidification and air-cleaning
functions at the same time.
[0002] Humidifiers are a kind of home appliances for
discharging air containing moisture to raise humidity in
indoor air. Such a humidifier may be classified into an
ultrasonic humidifier that generates fine water drops by
using ultrasonic vibration through a vibrator, an electric
heating humidifier that heats water by using a heater or
electricity to generate steam, a compound humidifier hav-
ing advantages of the electric heating humidifier having
superior sterilizing effects and the ultrasonic humidifier
having low power consumption and less financial bur-
dens, and a vaporizing humidifier in which air passes
through a wet filter to vaporize water.
[0003] Recently, a plurality of various functions in ad-
dition the function for adjusting humidity in a desired
space are being added to the humidifier. Thus, the addi-
tional functions may be selectively used as necessary.
[0004] Also, products such as an air washer in which
a plurality of disks are rotatably disposed, water is added
to air passing through the plurality of disks to discharge
the air containing moisture, thereby increasing in humid-
ify of the air, and dusts contained in the air passing there-
through are filtered by the water are being produced.
[0005] The invention related to a disk assembly of a
humidification air cleaner is disclosed in Korean Patent
Registration No. 10-1006991 that is a prior art document.
That is, the invention related to a disk assembly of a hu-
midification air cleaner, in which humidification efficiency
is capable of being maintained even though a rotation
shaft changes in direction, and a defect in rotation driving
of a disk mounting shaft is capable of being prevented,
is disclosed in the prior art document.
[0006] According to the prior art document, a constitu-
tion having an arc shape on which an inclined rib is dis-
posed to be inclined in a clockwise and counterclockwise
direction of the disk so that water is pumped regardless
of the rotation direction of the disk is provided.
[0007] According to the constitution disclosed in the
prior art document, the water pumping effect may be un-
changed even though the rotation direction of the disk
changes, and efficiency in precipitation and humidity
amount may be maintained.
[0008] Also, the invention related to an air cleaning hu-
midifier and a disk assembly thereof is disclosed in Ko-
rean Patent Registration No. 10-2011-0039691 that is a
prior art document. That is, the invention related to an air
cleaning humidifier, which performs a function for purify-
ing indoor air and a humidification function, and a disk
assembly thereof is disclosed in the prior art document.
[0009] In the disk disclosed in the prior art documents,
since a handle for graphing the disk when the disk is

withdrawn or inserted is not provided, it may be difficult
to detach the disk.
[0010] Also, when a user detaches the disk, user’s in-
convenience such as missing of the disk or jamming of
user’s fingers, damage of the disk, and injury of the user’s
body may occur.

SUMMARY

[0011] Embodiments provide a humidifier having im-
proved user’s convenience.
[0012] Embodiments also provide a humidifier having
improved assembility and productivity.
[0013] In one embodiment, a humidifier includes: a
case having an inner space; a fan motor assembly mount-
ed in the inner space of the case to forcibly blow air; a
disk assembly rotatably mounted in the inner space of
the case, the disk assembly including a plurality of mois-
ture disks for humidifying the suctioned air and a driving
disk for rotating the moisture disks; and a disk handle
disposed on the driving disk, the disk handle being
grasped for movement of the disk assembly.
[0014] The disk handle may be formed by cutting at
least a portion of the driving disk.
[0015] The driving disk may include a disk body having
a circular plate shape and a gear tooth disposed on an
outer circumferential surface of the disk body, and the
disk handle is formed by cutting at least a portion of the
disk body.
[0016] The disk handle may be provided in plurality.
[0017] The plurality of disk handles may be symmetri-
cal with respect to a rotational central portion of the driv-
ing disk.
[0018] The disk assembly may further include a rota-
tion shaft coupled to the plurality of moisture disks and
the driving disk to rotate.
[0019] A rotation shaft cover for covering the rotation
shaft may be disposed on the rotational central portion
of the driving disk.
[0020] The disk handle may be cut in an arc shape.
[0021] The disk assembly may include: a driving gear
including a first gear tooth interlocked with a second gear
tooth of the driving disk; and a driving motor providing
driving force to the driving gear.
[0022] The driving disk may be disposed on each of
both sides of the plurality of moisture disks.
[0023] The humidifier may further include a cover han-
dle disposed on the rotation shaft cover and grasped by
a user.
[0024] The case may include an upper case and a low-
er case coupled to a lower potion of the upper case, and
the disk assembly may include: an upper assembly dis-
posed in the upper case, the upper assembly including
a driving motor and a driving gear; and a lower assembly
disposed in the lower case, the lower assembly including
the plurality of moisture disks, the driving disk, and a ro-
tation shaft coupled to the plurality of moisture disks and
the driving disk.
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[0025] When a direction in which the lower assembly
(A) is mounted on the lower case is defined as a vertical
direction, and a direction in which the rotation shaft ex-
tends is defined as a horizontal direction, the lower as-
sembly (A) may be horizontally symmetrical with respect
to a virtual line that bisectionally divides the lower as-
sembly (A) in the horizontal direction.
[0026] The lower assembly (A) may be vertically sym-
metrical with respect to a virtual line that bisectionally
divides the lower assembly (A) in the vertical direction.
[0027] The humidifier may further include: a water sup-
ply part disposed on an upper portion of the case to supply
water; a first inner case disposed on one side of the disk
assembly to guide a flow of the water supplied through
the water supply part; and a second case disposed inside
the first inner case to guide a flow of air passing through
the disk assembly.
[0028] The details of one or more embodiments are
set forth in the accompanying drawings and the descrip-
tion below. Other features will be apparent from the de-
scription and drawings, and from the claims.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0029]

Fig. 1 is a perspective view illustrating an outer ap-
pearance of a humidifier according to an embodi-
ment.
Fig. 2 is an exploded perspective view of the humid-
ifier according to an embodiment.
Fig. 3 is a projection coupling perspective view of
the humidifier according to an embodiment.
Fig. 4 is a perspective view illustrating a state in
which an upper case of the humidifier is separated
according to an embodiment.
Fig. 5 is a perspective view illustrating a lower as-
sembly of the humidifier according to an embodi-
ment.
Fig. 6 is an exploded perspective view illustrating the
lower assembly of the humidifier according to an em-
bodiment.
Fig. 7 is a cut-away perspective view illustrating an
air flow in a humidifier according to another embod-
iment.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE EMBODIMENTS

[0030] Preferred embodiments of the present disclo-
sure will be described below in more detail with reference
to the accompanying drawings. For example, a humidifier
on which a disk assembly is mounted according to an
embodiment will be described below.
[0031] Note that the same or similar components in the
drawings are designated by the same reference numer-
als as far as possible even if they are shown in different
drawings. In the following description of the present dis-
closure, a detailed description of known functions and

configurations incorporated herein will be omitted to
avoid making the subject matter of the present disclosure
unclear.
[0032] In the description of the elements of the present
disclosure, the terms ’first’, ’second’, ’A’, ’B’, ’(a)’, and
’(b)’ may be used. However, since the terms are used
only to distinguish an element from another, the essence,
sequence, and order of the elements are not limited by
them. When it is described that an element is "coupled
to", "engaged with", or "connected to" another element,
it should be understood that the element may be directly
coupled or connected to the other element but still an-
other element may be "coupled to", "engaged with", or
"connected to" the other element between them.
[0033] Fig. 1 is a perspective view illustrating an outer
appearance of a humidifier according to an embodiment,
and Fig. 2 is an exploded perspective view of the humid-
ifier according to an embodiment.
[0034] Referring to Fig. 1, an outer appearance of a
humidifier 1 according to an embodiment is defined by a
case 10 having a jar shape of which an outer surface has
a curved surface in a vertical direction on the whole. The
case 10 has a preset inner space.
[0035] In detail, the case 10 includes a front case 11
defining an outer appearance of a front portion thereof
and a rear case 12 defining an outer appearance of a
rear portion thereof. The front case 11 and the rear case
12 may be coupled to each other to define a front surface,
a rear surface, and both side surfaces of the case 10.
The front case 11 and the rear case 12 may be separably
coupled to each other.
[0036] The front case 11 includes a first upper case
13a defining an outer appearance of an upper portion
thereof and a first lower case 14a defining an outer ap-
pearance of a lower portion thereof. The first upper case
13a and the first lower case 14a may be coupled to each
other to define the front case 11. The first upper case
13a and the first lower case 14a may be separably cou-
pled to each other.
[0037] The rear case 12 includes a second upper case
13b defining an outer appearance of an upper portion
thereof and a second lower case 14b defining an outer
appearance of a lower portion thereof. The second upper
case 13b and the second lower case 14b may be coupled
to each other to define the rear case 12. The second
upper case 13b and the second lower case 14b may be
separably coupled to each other.
[0038] The first upper case 13a and the second upper
case 13b may be commonly called "an upper case", and
the first lower case 14a and the second lower case 14b
may be commonly called "a lower case".
[0039] The upper case 13a and 13b and the lower case
14a and 14b may be separably coupled to each other in
a vertical direction. Thus, a disk assembly or water tank
that will be described below may be easily separated
through the above-described constitutions.
[0040] A suction hole 121 that provides a passage
through which external air is introduced is defined in the
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rear case 12. The suction hole 121 may have a grill shape
for filtering foreign substances contained in suctioned air.
Also, a suction filter (not shown) for filtering foreign sub-
stances contained in air that passes through the suction
hole 121 and then is suctioned into the inner space of
the case 10 may be mounted on the inside of the suction
hole 121.
[0041] The humidifier 1 further includes a water supply
assembly 70 disposed on an upper portion of the case
10 to supply water and a base 20 disposed on a lower
portion of the case 10 to defining a lower outer appear-
ance of the case 10.
[0042] The base 20 defines the lower outer appear-
ance of the humidifier 1 and is separably mounted on the
case 10. The base 20 may be separated to open the
lower portion of the case 10.
[0043] A discharge hole 16 through which the humid-
ified air is discharged is defined in the upper portion of
the humidifier 1.
[0044] Referring to FIG. 2, the base 20 includes a cir-
cular plate with a top surface opened. Also, the base 20
may have a flat bottom surface so that the case 10 is
stably supported to contact the ground when the humid-
ifier 1 is installed.
[0045] A base plate 21 is disposed on the opened top
surface of the base 20, and a water tank 30 is disposed
on the base plate 21. The water tank 30 is supported by
an upper portion of the base plate 21.
[0046] A central portion of the base plate 21 is recessed
downward to provide a seating part 211 on which the
water tank 30 is seated. The seating part 211 may have
a top surface having a shape corresponding to a bottom
surface of the water tank 30. Thus, the water tank 30 may
be stably supported on the seating part 211 to prevent
the water tank 30 from shaken.
[0047] A drain hole 212 through which water leaking
from the water tank 30 flows into the base 20 may be
defined in the base plate 21. When the water overflows
by the movement of the humidifier 1 or the detachment
of the water tank 30, the water stored in the base plate
21 may be drained into the base 20 through the drain
hole 212. The user may separate the base 20 to empty
the water.
[0048] The water tank 30 may have a water storage
space having a preset size and have a shape with a top
surface opened. Water for humidifying air suctioned
through the suction hole 121 is accommodated in the
water storage space.
[0049] The water tank 30 may be disposed at a lower
portion of the inner space of the case 10 and be supported
by the base 20 or the base plate 21. Due to the above-
described arrangement, a weight center of the humidifier
1 may be defined at a lower portion of the case 10. Thus,
in the state where the water is accommodated in the wa-
ter tank 30, the humidifier 1 may be maintained in the
stable state.
[0050] A water level sensor (not shown) for detecting
a level of the water accommodated in the water tank 30

may be mounted on the inside of the water tank 30. Here,
the water level detected by the water level sensor may
be displayed through a display window so that the user
confirms the water level from the outside.
[0051] At least a portion of the rotatable disk assembly
40 may be accommodated in the water storage space of
the water tank 30. The disk assembly 40 may rotate to
supply moisture to the air suctioned through the suction
hole 121.
[0052] The water tank 30 includes a disk accommoda-
tion part 31 for accommodating the disk assembly 40.
The disk accommodation part 31 may be recessed down-
ward from a lower portion of the water tank 30 to accom-
modate a lower end of the disk assembly 40. The re-
cessed shape of the disk accommodation part 31 may
correspond to that of the lower end of the disk assembly
40.
[0053] The disk accommodation part 31 may have a
shape corresponding to that of the seating part 211 of
the base plate 21 and be supported by the base plate 21.
[0054] The disk assembly 40 includes a rotation shaft
41 having a preset length and a plurality of moisture disks
42 disposed in an extension direction or length direction
of the rotation shaft 41 and coupled to the rotation shaft
41. Each of the moisture disks 42 may have a circular
plate shape. Also, an unevenness or pattern on which
water drops are formed may be disposed on a surface
of each of the moisture disks 42.
[0055] The rotation shaft 41 may extend to pass
through a central portion of each of the plurality of mois-
ture disks 42. Also, the plurality of moisture disks 42 may
be spaced a preset distance from each other. The preset
distance may provide a passage through which air pass-
es.
[0056] When the plurality of moisture disks 42 rotate
by the rotation shaft 41, the water stored in the water tank
30 may be supplied into the flowing air. In this process,
the flowing air may be humidified. The humidified air may
be discharged to the outside of the case 10 through the
discharge hole 16 to increase humidify in the space in
which the humidifier 1 is installed.
[0057] The disk assembly 40 further includes a driving
disk 43 for providing power to the rotation shaft 41. For
example, the driving disk 43 may be coupled to the rota-
tion shaft 41 and disposed adjacent to or to contact the
outermost moisture disk 42 of the plurality of moisture
disks 42.
[0058] The rotation shaft 41 may pass through the plu-
rality of moisture disks 42 and the driving disk 43 and
then be coupled to provide a rotation center of each of
the plurality of moisture disks 42 and the driving desk 43.
[0059] Also, the driving disk 43 may be provided in plu-
rality. The plurality of driving disks 43 may be disposed
on both sides of the plurality of moisture disks 42. The
driving disk 43 may have a circular plate shape having a
preset thickness. The rotation shaft 41 may pass through
a central portion of the driving disk 43 and then be coupled
to the driving disk 43.
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[0060] When the driving disk 43 rotates, the rotation
shaft 41 may rotate. Thus, the plurality of moisture disks
42 shaft-coupled to the rotation shaft 41 may rotate.
[0061] A gear tooth 435 is disposed on a circumferen-
tial surface or outer circumferential surface of the driving
disk 43. The gear tooth 435 of the driving disk 43 may
be interlocked with a gear tooth 445 of a driving gear 44
that is disposed on one side of the driving disk 43. The
gear tooth 445 of the driving gear 44 may be disposed
on a circumferential surface or outer circumferential sur-
face of the driving gear 44. The gear tooth of the driving
gear 44 may be called "a first gear tooth 445", and the
gear tooth of the driving disk 43 may be called "a second
gear tooth 435".
[0062] The disk assembly 40 further includes a disk
motor 45 that provides driving force for rotating the driving
gear 44. The driving gear 44 is shaft-coupled to the disk
motor 45. When the disk motor 45 is driven, the driving
gear 44 rotates. Thus, the first and second gear teeth
434 and 445 may be interlocked with each other to rotate
the driving disk 43. Also, since the driving disk 43 rotates,
the rotation shaft 41 and the plurality of moisture disks
42 may rotate.
[0063] At least a portion of the plurality of moisture
disks 42 may be disposed at a height or position corre-
sponding to that of the suction hole 121. Due the above-
described arrangement, the external air suctioned
through the suction hole 121 may easily flow toward the
plurality of moisture disks 42.
[0064] A lower portion of the plurality of moisture disks
42 may be disposed to be sunk in the water stored in the
water tank 30. Since the rotation shaft 41 rotates, the
plurality of moisture disks 42 may repeatedly access to
the water stored in the water tank 30 while rotating. Also,
water existing on the surfaces of the moisture disks 42
may be supplied into the air introduced through the suc-
tion hole 121. In this process, the water may be naturally
evaporated. Since the plurality of moisture disks 42 ro-
tate, the evaporation of the water may be continuously
performed.
[0065] The driving gear 44 and the disk motor 45 may
be disposed in the inner space of the upper case 13a
and 13b, and the driving disk 43 may be disposed in the
lower case 14a and 14b. While the upper case 13a and
13b and the lower case 14a and 14b are coupled to each
other, the second gear tooth 435 of the driving disk 43
may be engaged with the first gear tooth 445 of the driving
gear 44. Thus, the diving disk 43 and the driving gear 44
may be coupled to each other.
[0066] A disk handle 433 to be grasped by the user
may be disposed on the driving disk 43. The disk handle
433 may be provided by cutting at least a portion of a
disk body 431 of the driving disk 43. The disk handle 433
will be described below in detail.
[0067] An air guide 15 is mounted on one side of the
disk assembly 40, i.e., one side of the disk assembly 40,
which is adjacent to the suction hole 121. The air guide
15 may guide the air suctioned through the suction hole

121 toward the disk assembly 40. The air guide 15 may
have a plate shape corresponding to that of the suction
hole 121.
[0068] An inner case 50 is disposed above the disk
assembly 40. The inner case 50 accommodates a fan
motor assembly 60 and guides an air flow. In addition,
the inner case 50 may guide the water supplied from the
upper portion of the case 10 into the inner space of the
water tank 30.
[0069] In detail, the inner case 50 includes a first inner
case 51 for guiding a flow of the supplied water and a
second case 53 for guiding a flow of the air passing
through the disk assembly 40. The flow of the supplied
water and the flow of the humidified air may be guided
by the first and second cases 51 and 62, respectively.
[0070] Each of the first and second inner cases 51 and
53 may have a cylindrical shape having an empty inner
space. Also, the first inner case 51 may have a diameter
greater than that of the second inner case 53. For exam-
ple, the second inner case 53 may be disposed inside
the first inner case 51.
[0071] The fan motor assembly 60 is disposed inside
the second inner case 53. The fan motor assembly 60
includes a fan motor 61 for generating rotation power by
the applied power and a blowing fan 62 shaft-coupled to
a rotation shaft of the fan motor 61.
[0072] The blowing fan 62 may rotate to allow the ex-
ternal air of the case 10 to be suctioned into the inner
space of the case 10. That is, the blowing fan 62 may
rotate to provide suction force to the inner space of the
case 10. Thus, the external air of the case 10 may be
suctioned into the inner space of the case 10 through the
suction hole 121 by the suction force.
[0073] For example, the blowing fan 62 may include a
centrifugal fan. The blowing fan 62 may suction air in an
axial direction while rotating to discharge the suctioned
air in a circumferential direction. Due to the blowing fan
62, the air discharged in the circumferential direction may
flow upward along an inner surface of the second inner
case 53. However, the current embodiment is not limited
to a kind of blowing fan 62.
[0074] A water supply assembly 70 is disposed above
the fan motor assembly 60. The water supply assembly
70 includes a water supply guide 71 disposed above the
fan motor assembly 60 and a guide cover 72 mounted
on a top surface of the water supply guide 71.
[0075] A space part in which the supplied water flows
may be defined in each of the water supply guide 71 and
the guide cover 72. The water of the space part may flow
to the inside of the first inner case 51 through a discharge
part 71b. The discharge part 71b is disposed on an end
of a discharge port 71a.
[0076] The discharge port 71a may be provided by cou-
pling the water supply guide 71 to the guide cover 72.
The discharge port 71a may extend outward from a cen-
tral portion of the water supply assembly 70. The dis-
charge part 71b may be disposed at a position corre-
sponding to the inner circumferential surface of the first
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inner case 51. Thus, the supplied water may not flow into
the second inner case 53, but flow into the first inner case
51.
[0077] The water supply assembly 70 includes a water
supply case 73 disposed above the guide cover 72. The
water supply hole 731 may be defined in an approximate-
ly central portion of the water supply case 73.
[0078] The humidifier 1 further includes a display part
80 for displaying an operation state of the humidifier 1.
The display part 80 includes an input device for manip-
ulating an operation of the humidifier 1. The display part
80 may include a plurality of control components such
as a PCB for controlling the operation of the humidifier 1.
[0079] The input device may include a touch screen
on which user’s manipulation is inputted by using a sen-
sor for detecting whether capacity changes or whether
user contact occurs. For another example, the input de-
vice may include a button.
[0080] The display part 80 may be disposed inside the
water supply case 73 or at one position between the water
supply case 73 and the guide cover 72.
[0081] An outer appearance of the top surface of the
case 10 may be defined by a top surface of the water
supply assembly 70. At least a portion of the water supply
case 73 may be formed of a transparent material. Thus,
information displayed on the display part 80 may be easily
recognized and manipulated.
[0082] Fig. 3 is a projection coupling perspective view
of the humidifier according to an embodiment, and Fig.
4 is a perspective view illustrating a state in which the
upper case of the humidifier is separated according to
an embodiment.
[0083] Referring to Figs. 3 and 4, the case 10 may be
separated into the upper case 13a and 13b and the lower
case 14a and 14b.
[0084] The fan motor assembly 60, the water supply
assembly 70, the driving gear 44, and the disk motor 45
may be disposed in the inner space of the upper case
13a and 13b.
[0085] The base plate 21, the water tank 30, and a
plurality of components of the display assembly 40 ex-
cept for the driving gear 44 and the disk motor 45 may
be disposed in the inner space of the lower case 14a and
14b. That is, the driving gear 44 and the disk motor 45
of the disk assembly 40 may be accommodated in the
upper case 13a and 13b, and the rotation shaft 41, the
plurality of moisture disks 42, and the driving disk 43 may
be accommodated in the lower case 14a and 14b.
[0086] A portion of the disk assembly 40, which is dis-
posed in the inner space of the upper case 13a and 13b,
may be defined as an upper assembly B, a portion of the
disk assembly 40, which is disposed in the inner space
of the lower case 14a and 14b, may be defined as a lower
assembly A. This is done for convenience of description.
For example, the whole portion of the disk assembly 40
may be disposed in the inner space of the lower case 14.
However, to effectively utilize the inner space of the case
10, the disk assembly 40 may be partially divided and

separately disposed.
[0087] In the state where the upper assembly B is dis-
posed in the inner space of the upper case 13a and 13b,
and the lower assembly A is disposed in the inner space
of the lower case 14a and 14b, when the lower case 14a
and 14b and the upper case 13a and 13b are coupled to
each other, the second gear tooth 435 of the driving disk
43 may be engaged with the first gear tooth 445 of the
driving gear 44.
[0088] The user grasps the disk handle 433 disposed
on the driving disk 43 to easily locate the lower assembly
A into the water tank 30.
[0089] The driving disk 43 includes a disk body 431
including a shaft coupling part (see reference numeral
436 of Fig. 5) having an approximately circular plate
shape and coupled to the rotation shaft 41 and a plurality
of second gear teeth 435 disposed on an outer circum-
ferential surface of the disk body 431.
[0090] The driving disk 43 further includes a rotation
shaft cover 432 that extends outward from an approxi-
mately central portion of the disk body 431. The rotation
shaft cover 432 has an approximately cylindrical shape
having a hollow to cover both sides of the rotation shaft
41. The rotation shaft cover 432 may be disposed at a
rotational central portion of the driving disk 43.
[0091] The shaft coupling part 436 may be recessed
from one surface of the disk body 431, and the rotation
shaft cover 432 may extend outward from the other sur-
face of the disk body 431.
[0092] Also, a cover handle 412 to be grasped by the
user may be disposed on the rotation shaft cover 432.
The cover handle 412 may be disposed inside the rotation
shaft cover 411.
[0093] A rotation shaft support 141 for supporting the
rotation shaft cover 432 is disposed on a side surface of
the water tank 30. The rotation shaft support 141 may be
recessed downward from an upper end of the side sur-
face of the water tank 30. For example, the rotation shaft
support 141 may have a shape so that a central portion
of the side surface of the water tank 30 is recessed in an
approximately "U" shape when viewed from one side.
[0094] When the rotation shaft cover 432 is placed on
the rotation shaft support 141, the disk assembly 40 may
be supported by the water tank 30. As the rotation shaft
41 rotates, the rotation shaft cover 432 may rotate in the
state where the rotation shaft cover 432 is supported by
the rotation shaft support 141. A friction reduction mem-
ber for reducing friction with the rotating rotation shaft
cover 432 may be disposed on the rotation shaft support
141.
[0095] The lower assembly A mounted on the lower
case 14a and 14b may be symmetrically disposed with
respect to a center of the rotation shaft 41. In detail, the
plurality of moisture disks 42 may be coupled to the cen-
tral portion of the rotation shaft 41, and the driving disk
43 may be coupled to both sides of the rotation shaft 41.
Thus, the plurality of moisture disks 42 and the driving
disk 43 may be symmetrically disposed with respect the
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center in the longitudinal direction of the rotation shaft 41.
[0096] Thus, since the lower assembly A has the sym-
metrical shape, when the lower assembly A is mounted
on the lower case 14a and 14b, the lower assembly may
be easily mounted in any left or right direction.
[0097] Fig. 5 is a perspective view illustrating the lower
assembly of the humidifier according to an embodiment,
and Fig. 6 is an exploded perspective view illustrating
the lower assembly of the humidifier according to an em-
bodiment.
[0098] Referring to Figs. 5 and 6, the disk handle 433
to be grasped by the user is disposed on the driving disk
43. The disk handle 433 may be provided by cutting at
least a portion of the disk body 431. The cut shape of the
disk handle 431 may have an arc shape having a prede-
termined curvature radius.
[0099] The disk handle 433 may be provided in plural-
ity. The plurality of disk handles 433 may be disposed on
both sides of the rotation shaft 41 or the rotation shaft
cover 432. Due to the above-described constitutions, the
user may easily grasp the plurality of disk handles 433.
[0100] The plurality of disk handles 433 may have a
shape that is symmetrical to the rotation shaft 41 or the
rotation shaft cover 432. For example, the upper disk
handle 433 of the plurality of disk handles 433 may have
an approximately "∩" shape, and the lower disk handle
433 may have an approximately " U" shape with respect
to the rotation shaft cover 432.
[0101] As described above, since the disk handle 431
is disposed vertically symmetrical to the rotation shaft 41
or the rotation shaft cover 432, the user may easily grasp
the disk handle 431.
[0102] At least a portion of the lower assembly A may
be mounted to be accommodated in the water tank 30,
and the rotation shaft 41 may extend to cross the water
tank 30 from one side to the other side of the water tank
30. Both sides of the lower assembly A, i.e., the two ro-
tation shaft cover 432 may be supported by the rotation
shaft support 141 of the water tank 30.
[0103] The rotation shaft 41 extends in a transverse or
horizontal direction, and left and right portions of the lower
assembly A may be symmetrical to each other in a lon-
gitudinal direction of the rotation shaft 41. That is, the
lower assembly A is symmetrically disposed with respect
to a central portion thereof, i.e., is symmetrical in a hor-
izontal direction with respect to the center in the longitu-
dinal direction of the rotation shaft 41.
[0104] As described above, since the lower assembly
A is symmetrical in the horizontal direction with respect
to the central portion in the longitudinal direction of the
rotation shaft 41, when the user locates the lower assem-
bly 30 inside the water tank 30, a cumbersome for match-
ing the lower assembly A in the horizontal direction may
be prevented. As a result, since the user mounts the lower
assembly A in all directions, the use convenience may
be improved.
[0105] Referring to Fig. 6, when a direction in which
the lower assembly A is mounted on the water tank 30

is defined as a vertical direction, and an extension direc-
tion of the rotation shaft 41 is defined as a horizontal
direction, the lower assembly A may be symmetrical in
the horizontal direction with respect to a virtual line that
bisectionally divides the lower assembly A in the horizon-
tal direction, i.e., an X line. Also, the lower assembly A
may be symmetrical in the vertical direction with respect
to a virtual line that bisectionally divides the lower as-
sembly A in the vertical direction, i.e., a Y line.
[0106] In summary, the lower assembly A may be sym-
metrical in the horizontal direction and vertical direction
with respect to the central portion in the longitudinal di-
rection or vertical direction of the rotation shaft 41. Thus,
when the user grasps the disk handle 433 to mount the
lower assembly A in the inner space of the water tank
30, the lower assembly A may be mounted in the inner
space of the water tank 30 regardless of the directivity.
That is, the lower assembly A may be mounted so that
the lower assembly A is operable in any direction.
[0107] Hereinafter, an operation of the humidifier ac-
cording to an embodiment will be described with refer-
ence to Fig. 7.
[0108] First, when the user connects a power source
to the case 10, power is applied to the plurality of com-
ponents mounted in the inner space of the case 10. Here,
while the power is applied to the fan motor assembly 60,
the blowing fan 62 rotates.
[0109] Since the blowing fan 62 rotates, the suction
force may be generated in the inner space of the case
10. Thus, air is suctioned into the inner space of the case
10 through the suction hole 121 by the suction force.
[0110] The air suctioned into the inner space of the
case 10 through the suction hole 121 may be guided by
the air guide 15 and then humidified while flowing be-
tween the plurality of moisture disks 12. The humidified
air may flow upward toward the blowing fan 62.
[0111] The air flowing into the central portion of the
blowing fan 62 is discharged to an outer space of the
case 10 through the discharge hole 16 defined in the top
surface of the case 10.
[0112] Also, when water is filled into the water tank 30,
or the disk assembly 40 is separated for cleaning the
water tank 30, the user separates the upper case 13a
and 13b from the lower case 14a and 14b. Then, the
lower assembly A disposed in the lower case 14a and
14b is separated from the water tank 30.
[0113] Here, the user grasps the disk handle 433 dis-
posed on the driving disk 43 to easily separate the lower
assembly A from the water tank 30.
[0114] After the user fills the water in the water tank
30, or the cleaning of the water tank is completed, the
lower assembly A is mounted in the water tank 30 in the
state where the user grasps the disk handle 433.
[0115] Here, sine the lower assembly A is symmetrical
in the vertical direction with respect to the rotation shaft
41 and in the horizontal direction with respect to the cen-
tral portion in the longitudinal direction of the rotation shaft
41, the lower assembly A may be easily mounted in any
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direction.
[0116] That is, the user may easily grasp the lower as-
sembly A by using the disk handle 433 without being
limited to the mounting direction of the lower assembly A.
[0117] When the user supports the rotation shaft cover
432 on the rotation shaft support 141 of the water tank
30 to mount the lower assembly A on the water tank 30,
the user may couple the upper case 13a and 13b to the
lower case 14a and 14b to form the case 10.
[0118] In the humidifier according to the embodiments,
since the disk assembly is symmetrically disposed with
respect to the central portion, when the user separates
the disk assembly and then mounts the disk assembly,
the disk assembly may be mounted in any left or right
direction.
[0119] As described above, since the disk assembly is
easily mounted, the use convenience of the humidifier
may be minimized, and also the disk assembly may be
easily assembled.
[0120] Since the disk assembly is easily assembled,
the humidifier may be improved in assembility and pro-
ductivity.
[0121] Also, the assembly defect of the disk assembly
may be reduced to prevent the quality defect of the prod-
uct from occurring.
[0122] Also, the disk handle configured to be grasped
by the user may be disposed on the disk assembly to
allow the user to easily grasp the disk assembly. Also,
when the disk assembly is assembled or detached, the
damage of the disk assembly or the user’s body may be
prevented.
[0123] Although embodiments have been described
with reference to a number of illustrative embodiments
thereof, it should be understood that numerous other
modifications and embodiments can be devised by those
skilled in the art that will fall within the scope of the prin-
ciples of this disclosure. More particularly, various vari-
ations and modifications are possible in the component
parts and/or arrangements of the subject combination
arrangement within the scope of the disclosure, the draw-
ings and the appended claims. In addition to variations
and modifications in the component parts and/or arrange-
ments, alternative uses will also be. apparent to those
skilled in the art.

Claims

1. A humidifier (1) comprising:

a case (10) having an inner space;
a fan motor assembly (60) mounted in the inner
space of the case (10) to blow air;
a disk assembly (40) rotatably mounted in the
inner space of the case (10), the disk assembly
(40) comprising a plurality of moisture disks (42)
for humidifying suctioned air and a driving disk
(43) for rotating the moisture disks (42); and

a disk handle (433) disposed on the driving disk
(43), the disk handle (433) being graspeable by
a user for movement of the disk assembly (40).

2. The humidifier according to claim 1, wherein the disk
handle (433) is formed by cutting at least a portion
of the driving disk (43).

3. The humidifier according to claim 1, wherein the driv-
ing disk (43) comprises a disk body (431) having a
circular plate shape and a gear tooth (435) disposed
on an outer circumferential surface of the disk body,
and
the disk handle (433) is formed by cutting at least a
portion of the disk body (431).

4. The humidifier according to claim 2, wherein the disk
handle (433) is provided in plurality.

5. The humidifier according to claim 4, wherein the plu-
rality of disk handles (433) are arranged symmetrical
with respect to a rotational central portion of the driv-
ing disk (433).

6. The humidifier according to any one of claims 1 to
5, wherein the disk assembly (40) further comprises
a rotation shaft (41) coupled to the plurality of mois-
ture disks (42) and the driving disk (43) to rotate.

7. The humidifier according to claim 6, wherein a rota-
tion shaft cover (432) for covering the rotation shaft
(41) is disposed on the rotational central portion of
the driving disk (43).

8. The humidifier according to any one of claims claim
2 to 7, wherein the disk handle (433) has an arc
shape.

9. The humidifier according to any one of claims 1 to
8, wherein the disk assembly (40) comprises:

a driving gear (44) comprising a first gear tooth
(445) interlocked with a second gear tooth (435)
of the driving disk (43); and
a driving motor (45) providing driving force to
the driving gear (44).

10. The humidifier according to any one of claims 1 to
9, wherein the driving disk (43) is disposed on each
of both sides of the plurality of moisture disks (42).

11. The humidifier according to claim 7, further compris-
ing a cover handle (412) disposed on the rotation
shaft cover (432) and being graspeable by a user.

12. The humidifier according to any one of claims 1 to
11, wherein the case (10) comprises an upper case
(13a, 13b) and a lower case (14a, 14b) coupled to a
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lower portion of the upper case, and
the disk assembly (40) comprises:

an upper assembly (B) disposed in the upper
case (13a, 13b), the upper assembly comprising
a driving motor (45) and a driving gear; and
a lower assembly (A) disposed in the lower case
(14a, 14b), the lower assembly (A) comprising
the plurality of moisture disks (42), the driving
disk (43), and a rotation shaft (41) coupled to
the plurality of moisture disks (42) and the driv-
ing disk (43).

13. The humidifier according to claim 12, wherein, when
a direction in which the lower assembly (A) is mount-
ed on the lower case (14a, 14b) is defined as a ver-
tical direction, and a direction in which the rotation
shaft (41) extends is defined as a horizontal direc-
tion, the lower assembly (A) is horizontally symmet-
rical with respect to a virtual line that bisectionally
divides the lower assembly (A) in the horizontal di-
rection.

14. The humidifier according to claim 13, wherein the
lower assembly (A) is vertically symmetrical with re-
spect to a virtual line that bisectionally divides the
lower assembly (A) in the vertical direction.

15. The humidifier according to any one of claims 1 to
14, further comprising:

a water supply part (70) disposed on an upper
portion of the case (10) to supply water;
a first inner case (51) disposed on one side of
the disk assembly (40) to guide a flow of the
water supplied through the water supply part
(70); and
a second case (53) disposed inside the first inner
case (51) to guide a flow of air passing through
the disk assembly (40).
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